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We will discuss several new results from the NPLQCD Collaboration that combine lattice QCD
results on (hyper)nuclear systems at unphysical pion masses together with nuclear effective field
theories. Two-baryon channels with strangeness 0 to −4 are analyzed, with findings that point to
interesting symmetries observed in hypernuclear forces as predicted in the limit of QCD with a
large number of colors. Also, several matrix elements of light nuclei are studied. The tritium axial
charge, related to the Gamow-Teller matrix element, and the longitudinal momentum fraction of
3He that is carried by the isovector combination of D and 3 are extracted and extrapolated to the
physical point. For this latter case, it can be seen how including lattice results to experimental
determinations can have imminent potential to enable more precise determinations and to reveal
the QCD origins of the EMC effect.
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1. Introduction

The understanding of nuclear physics directly from the fundamental theory, Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD), is a difficult task due to the nonperturbative nature of QCD in the low-energy
regime. Several techniques are available, like the use of effective field theories (EFT) [1], that
require data to constrain the low-energy coefficients (LECs), historically coming from experiments,
or more recently from lattice QCD.

There are several advantages to using lattice QCD. In some instances, it is very difficult or
impossible to extract the information experimentally. In others, it can be used to test the Standard
Model (SM) and find deviations that might signal possible extensions. In the following sections,
we will discuss several new works related to these topics: the study of two octet baryons [2],
the calculation of the axial charge of the triton [3], and the determination of the fraction of the
longitudinal momentum of 3He that is carried by the isovector combination of D and 3 quarks [4].

2. Baryon-baryon interactions

A profound knowledge of the interaction between baryons, especially when strangeness is
involved, is necessary to achieve a correct description of, for example, the interior of neutron stars.
However, since hyperons are unstable against the weak interaction, their experimental study is very
challenging. In a lattice QCD calculation one can circumvent experimental limitations by switching
off the weak interaction and retaining only the strong force, allowing the hyperons to be stable.

The present study follows the extensive work performed by the NPLQCD Collaboration at the
(* (3) flavor symmetric point [5, 6]. Here we extend the study at <c ∼ 450 MeV [7], where only
the two-nucleon systems were studied, by including nine different channels [2]. Using the notation
(2B+1!� , �), where B is the total spin, ! is the orbital momentum, � is the total angular momentum,
and � is the isospin, they are

( = 0 : ## (1(0, � = 1), ## (3(1, � = 0),
( = −1 : Σ# (1(0, � =

3
2 ), Σ# (

3(1, � =
3
2 ),

( = −2 : ΣΣ (1(0, � = 2), Ξ# (3(1, � = 0),
( = −3 : ΞΣ (1(0, � =

3
2 ),

( = −4 : ΞΞ (1(0, � = 1), ΞΞ (3(1, � = 0).

Webriefly comment here on the constraints on the relevant LECs that appear in the EFTLagrangians.
We refer to Ref. [2] for details on the extraction of the energy levels, phase-shifts and scattering
parameters.

• Assuming (* (3) flavor symmetry [8, 9], there are 6 LECs at leading order (LO) (21, . . . , 26)
and 6 LECs at next-to-leading order (NLO) (2̃1, . . . , 2̃6) with terms that preserve (* (3) flavor
symmetry, and therefore, they can be grouped into a LEC for each irreducible representation
of the product of two octets (27, 8B, 1, 10, 10, 80). Additionally, at NLO, there are 12 LECs
with terms that explicitly break (* (3) flavor symmetry (2j1 , . . . , 2

j

12).

• Assuming (* (6) spin-flavor symmetry [10], there are only 2 LECs, 0 and 1, at LO
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(i) (ii)

Figure 1: (i) The NLO LECs cj�1�2
, in units of [ 2c

"�
], where "� is the centroid of the octet-baryon masses,

and (ii) the LO LECs 28 reconstructed from the (* (6) coefficients. The gray-circle markers denote quantities
that are extracted using method I, while black-square markers show results obtained from method II.

These coefficients can be extracted by matching them to a momentum expansion of the scattering
amplitude [10–12], [

− 1
0�1�2

+ `
]−1

=
"�1�2

2c
(2 (irrep) + cj�1�2

) , (1)

where 2 (irrep) stands for the appropriate linear combinations of the 28 LECs (similarly for cj�1�2
≡

2
j
�1�2
(<2

 
− <2

c), where 2
j
�1�2

are linear combinations of the 2j
8
LECs), the variable 0�1�2 is

the scattering length of the channel �1�2, and "�1�2 is the reduced mass of that system. The
renormalization scale ` depends on the naturalness of the interactions, and here we will only show
the results for the unnatural case, setting ` = <c . Two sets of inputs can be used to constrain the
numerical values for the LECs: 1) the scattering parameters {0−1, A} obtained from two-parameter
effective range expansion fits (method I), and 2) the binding momenta can be used to compute the
corresponding scattering length, related at LO by −0−1 + ^ (∞) = 0 (method II).

As it can be seen from the left panel (i) of Fig. 1, the symmetry breaking coefficients accessible
in this work are compatible with zero, signaling that (* (3) flavor symmetry remains an approximate
symmetry, although we have set the light quarks to have a different mass than the strange quark.
With this result, we are able to constrain the (* (6) 0 and 1 LECs, and with those, compute all
the (* (3) LO LECs, shown in the right panel (ii) of Fig. 1. The relative importance of 25 is a
remnant of an accidental approximate (* (16) symmetry of B-wave two-baryon interactions that is
more pronounced in the (* (3)-symmetric study with <c ∼ 806 MeV in Ref. [5].

3. Triton axial charge

The triton isovector axial charge is very well known experimentally, with its ratio to the proton
axial charge being 63H

�
/6?
�
= 0.9511(13) [13]. This deviation from unity, more pronounced in

heavier nuclei, has been historically elusive to be described directly from the SM. In our recent
work [3], we use several ensembles with a pion mass of <c ∼ 450 MeV, and with a previous
determination at <c ∼ 806 MeV [14, 15], an extrapolation to the physical point is performed and
compared to the physical value.

In order to extract the isovector axial charge, first the ground-state energy of the triton has to be
computed. Three different volumes were used, and in order to extrapolate the binding energy to the

3
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Figure 2: (i) Finite-volume extrapolation of the ground-state energy of the triton (blue band) together with
the deuteron (green) and dineutron (purple). (ii) Pion-mass extrapolation of the triton binding energy. (iii)
Finite-volume extrapolation of the ratio of triton to proton axial charges. (iv) Pion-mass extrapolation of the
ratio of triton to proton axial charges.

infinite-volume limit, since analytical forms are still not available, a numerical approach was taken
using finite-volume EFTs (FVEFT) [16], where the LECs of the corresponding EFT are fixed used
the lattice finite-volume results. As shown in the top panels of Fig. 2, the left one (i) shows volume
dependence of the ground-state energy, with the blue band obtained with the FVEFT formalism,
together with the lattice points (gray), for the triton, as well as the bands for the deuteron (green) and
dineutron (purple). Due to the large uncertainties in the three-body binding energy, the possibility
that it is a 2+1-body system rather than a compact 3-body system is not ruled out, although unlikely,
and for the rest of the discussion we assume the latter. The right panel (ii) shows the extrapolation
of the binding energy to the physical pion mass using the current point at <c ∼ 450 MeV together
with the one with heavier quark masses, at <c ∼ 806 MeV [6], with two functional forms: linear
(green) and quadratic (blue) in <c The physical point is shown as the red star, together with lattice
calculations at similar pion masses for comparison [17, 18].

The next step is computing the matrix element 〈3H|@W3W5g3@ |3H〉, with g0 being a Pauli matrix
in flavor space, using the background-field approach for building the required 3-point functions [14].
Although only one volume was used in this calculation, FVEFT can still be used to extrapolate to
infinite volume [19], as shown in the bottom left panel (iii) of Fig. 2. Due to the large binding
energy of the system, very mild volume dependence is observed, as expected. Together with the
ratio computed at <c ∼ 806 MeV [14, 15], an extrapolation is performed (with also linear and
quadratic forms in <c), and the resulting value, 63H

�
/6?
�
= 0.91+0.07

−0.09, is found to be consistent with
the experimental one, albeit with large uncertainties.
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Figure 3: (i) On the left, renormalized values of the isovector momentum fraction for ℎ ∈ {?, ??, 3He} at
a scale of ` = 2 GeV, and on the right, ratios of the isovector nuclear momentum fractions to that of the
constituent nucleons. (ii) The ratio of the isovector momentum fractions of 3He and ? determined in this work
compared to constraints on the isovector and isoscalar momentum fraction ratios from the nNNPDF2.0 [22]
global analysis. (iii) The ratio of the isovector PDFs of 3He and ?.

4. Momentum fraction of 3He

Another quantity in the few-body sector that is of interest to determine directly from QCD is
the modification of the parton distribution functions (PDFs) of nuclei compared to that of the single
nucleons, known as the EMC effect [20]. Although it is possible to determine the PDFs @(G) directly
from QCD, as it has been done in the single-hadron sector, in Ref. [4] we compute the first moment
of the isovector quark PDFs, also known as momentum fraction, 〈G〉D−3 =

∫ 1
−1 3G G [D(G) − 3 (G)],

of 3He for the first time at <c ∼ 806 MeV, where the background field technique [14] can also be
applied.

The operator that we study is the twist-two operator [21] T = (T33 − T44)/
√

2, where T̀ a =

@g3W{`
←→
� a }@, with �` being the gauge covariant derivative and {. . .} indicating symmetrization

and trace subtraction of the enclosed indices. The results are shown in the first panel (i) of Fig. 3
for all the systems studied: proton, diproton and 3He (for the nonperturbative renormalization of
this operator, see the Supplemental Material of Ref. [4]).

Like in the case of the axial charge, the quantities in Ref. [4] have been computed using only one
single volume, but with FVEFT [19], they can be extrapolated to infinite volume. Now, however,
there is no additional lattice calculation to help perform the extrapolation to the physical quark

5
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masses. In order to give an estimate, the following assumption is adopted: the product of the LEC
U3,2 and nuclear factor G3(3He) is expected to have a mild quark-mass dependence. This product
can be related to the momentum fraction as [23]

U3,2G3(3He) =
1
3

©«3
〈G〉 (

3He)
D−3

〈G〉 (?)
D−3

− 1ª®¬ 〈G〉 (?)D−3 . (2)

So, if U3,2G3(3He) is first fixed at <c ∼ 806 MeV with the lattice results, then, the same value,
togetherwith the phenomenological value of 〈G〉 (?)

D−3 , can be used to extract the ratio 3〈G〉 (
3He)
D−3 /〈G〉

(?)
D−3

at the physical point. This is shown in the panel (ii) of Fig. 3, where the dashed lines represent the
lattice result at <c ∼ 806 MeV, and the red band the extrapolated value. In order to account for the
unknown quark-mass dependence, an additional systematic uncertainty of the 100% value of the
LEC itself is added in quadrature, resulting in a value of 3〈G〉 (

3He)
D−3 /〈G〉

(?)
D−3 = 1.033(38).

Comparing this valuewith the one extracted from global nuclear PDF fits using the nNNPDF2.0
framework [22], shown as the blue ellipse in panel (ii) of Fig. 3, it seems we can use our lattice
determination to further constrain the ratio via Bayesian reweighting [24], shown as the purple
ellipses (the different sizes correspond to different % values of the additional systematic uncertainty,
{50,100,200}%). With the same reweighting procedure, we can also reduce the uncertainty on the
G-dependent PDFs themselves, as shown in panel (iii) of Fig. 3. Therefore, even with the most
conservative estimate of the uncertainty, this shows how lattice QCD calculations can help improve
our knowledge of nuclear PDFs.

5. Summary

We have shown here that lattice QCD can be used to extract information of nuclear systems,
and make an impact in some long-standing problems. Further work is required, reaching pion mass
values closer to the physical point, using several lattice spacings to understand discretization effects,
as well as understanding the discrepancies of the energies extracted with different operators [25],
discussed in a talk given in this conference by M. L. Wagman [26].
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